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ABSTRACT

Christine Gentile

' eaching SrraTegies and Methodologies Utilized in Inclusive Education Classrooms

i997

Dr Stanley Urban

Learning Disabilities

The purpose of this study is to determine if regular education classroom teachers

modify their lesson plans and/or thei teaching methods to accommndate the leaning

abiitiies of"inclusion" children within their classrooms

Seven certified regular education classroom teachers from a single school district

participated. The participants were currently practicing teachers who varied in years of

reaching experience, areas of certification, and grades taught Each reacher completed a

questionnaire and a checklist which focused on present teaching strategies and

methodologies for inclusion children as well as questions based on changes needed for the

future of inclusion in their school district,

Data obtained from the questionnaires was compiled and it was found that these

teachers are making the necessary changes in their teaching methods to include their

special needs children, Accommodations included using manipulatives, extra clues and

prompts, reading the tests to the students, and many more used everyday by teachers in

regular education classrooms

Looking towards the future of inclusion in this school district, more planning time and

consultations with special educators are what these teachers believe needs the most

change to make this a more successful program
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MINI-ABSTRACT

Christine Centile

Teaching Strategies and Methodologies Utilized in inclusive Educaiion Ciassrooms

1997

Dr Stanley Urban

Learning Disabilities

Through an analysis of checklists and questionnaues it was demonstrated that the

seven regular education classroom teachers in this study are making the necessary

modifications in both their lesson plans, teaching strategies and other accommodations to

include special needs children in their classrooms.
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Chapter I

Introduction to the Problem

Teachers are acutely aware of the increasmg pressure being exerted on school districts

to integrae children with a variety of physical mernal, or specific learning disabilities into

segular education classrooms, This recent push for including ever increasing numbers of

disabled children into regular education classrooms is also known simply as -inclusion>.

Thus philosophy has caused numerous practical dilemmas among teachers, principals, and

even some parents. The volume of empirical studies and anecdotal essays is evidence that

there is no easy answers to the issues that must be confronted. It is however, the regular

education teachers that find inclusion most difficul. It is these readers who will have to

make necessary changes within their classrooms, as well as their teaching methods to

accommodate this new diverse group of students that will become members of their class.

It is generally acknowledged that a positive attitude accompaned by new ideas such as

coreaching and cooperative leaning followed up with modifications in homework and

child expectations can help assure a successful learning experience for both the teacher

and students

Purpise

The purpose of this study is to determine whether regular education classroom teachers

modify their lesson plans and/or their teaching methods to accommodate the learrung

abilities of cinclusion" children within their classroom.

I
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ResachmbQu sft

To accompiish the general purposes of this study, the data obTaind is

used to answer the tofiowing research questions.

I hat modifticarions of lesson plans are being exemplified by regular education

classroom reachers to accommodate children detemrned eligible /or special education

who are included in their regular education classrooms'

2. What modification of teaching methods are being used'?

3. Are there other general strategies being utilized to enhance minolvement and

success?

VaIue o thtsmdy

The practical value of this study is to determine if regular educatiun classroom teachers

are making the putative modifications in their teaclung strategies to successflly enhance

the learning of the disabled children included in their classrooms. if they are doing so, they

are creating a program that is beneficial to both the disabled and the nondisabled children

in the class If it is determined that these teachers are continuing their usual teaching

strategies, regardless of the special students placed in their rooms, they will be creating a

learning atmosphere that is not beneficial to their students,

While the present study is composed of a small number of teachers, replication of the

project in additional school districts couJd lead to convergent validit which would

increase the reliability of the conclusions and finding.

2
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Limitatinns

Limitations which apply to this study are as follows:

1. The teachers in this study were chosen for their proximity to the researcher.

convenience of access and represents the development of inclusive education in one

school district,

2. This study involves a small number of teachers and generalization of the findings

should be made with caution. In addition, the teachers represented in the sample

volunteered to work with disabled chtildren in their class and therefore may not be

representative of all teachers.

IEation of Terms

InluSion- a student will receive a free, appropriate and individualized education, with

specially designed instruction, necessary supports, supplementary aids, and related

services, with maximum integration into the classes and school they would normally

attend if they did not have a disability. (The ARC, Pa. 1993)

SpecialEduatiaion- Specially designed instruction to meet the educational needs of pupils

with disabilities including, but not limited to, subject matter instruction, physical education

and vocational training. (New Jersey Administrative Code, 1990)

3
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Mainst aiqg usually refers To the placement of special educatio students into certain

non-academic classes such as music or art or into regular education classes when they are

'ready". (The ARC, Pa 1993)

Cooperative Learning children working together toward a common goal This special

kind of learning stimulates conversaTion, motivates thinking, and enables young children to

experenece success (Silver Burdette and Ginn 1995)

Unified Te.her P o m- a prog ram designed at the University of FLorida to prepare

teachers to:

I Serve children birth to eight years

2. Provide a family focused approach to education

3. Be Sensitive to multicultural issues

4. Implement a full inclusion model

5. Work collaboratively with other professionals

6. Understand and employ developmentally appropriate practices

(Kemple, Hafrtle Correa and Fox 1994)

Learvmei DIsabilit]- Specific learning disabilities is a chronic condition of presumed

neurological origin which selectively interferes with the development, integration, and/or

demonstration of verbal and/or nonverbal abilities. Specific learning disabilties exists as a

condition and varies in its manifestations and i degrees of severity. Throughout life it can

effect self-esteem, education, vocation, socialization, and/or daily living activities.

(Learning Disabilities Association of America 1986)

4
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Chapter 2

Review of the Literature

Many teachers have been heard to say 'Inclusion is not new! It is what we used to call

"mainsrreaming" or "integration" in the past, it's the same thing, but the new jargon is

'inclusion' "(Giangreco, Baumgart, Doyle 1995). This statement however, represents a

misunderstanding of the robustness of the concept, There is distinctly a significant

diefrence between the terms mainstreaming, integration and inclusion as stated above. It

is correct that both mainstreaming and integration suggest that learning disabled children

are placed in regular education classes but those which are non-academic such as music,

art or physical education, keeping those main academic subjects like reading, math, or

language ms taught in special education classrooms. Inclusion, however, is a movement

that has been designed to reconstruct both our schools and classrooms so that those

children with learning disabilities can receive, " a free and individualized education; with

specially designed instruction, necessary supports, supplementary aids and related services,

with maximum integration into the classes and schools they woule normally attend if they

did not have a disability; so that the student is seen by self and others as someone who

'belongs' and is a fill member of the community" (The ARC, Pa. 1993), These

characteristics lead us to believe that inclusion is just a disability issue, but inclusion can

also pertain to those students who are from other cultures and English is not their primary

spoken language, or students who are at risk of failing due to a drug or alcohol problem,

5
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and other students with special needs. (Winter 94/95)

The crucial issue however is that as educators our job is to teach ALL the children in

our classrooms, learning disabled or not, both the knowledge and the skills needed for a

successful transition into the real world,

Before the development of mclusion, regular education teachers were very alone and

isolated Now, inclusive education, allows teachers to build collaborative alliances with

other Teachers and support personnel. These alliances allow teachers to engage in

professional dialogue, problem solving, and various forms of coteaching (CGiagreco,

Baumgart, Doyle 1995). Coteaching occurs when the special education teacher and the

regular education teacher work together and is a popular approach to inclusion,

Coreaching can rake on several different forms; from whole class instruction of essons, to

dividing the class into subgroups for instruction, The truth is that there are as many

different ways for teachers to work together as there are pairs of teachers collaborating,

and that those individual teachers may take on many different roles in their various

collaborations with their colleagues (Sindelar 1995).

In order for coteachmg to be successful, both the special education teacher and the

regular education teacher need time to meet periodically to discuss their students needs

and to develop strategies to meet those needs. For example, the special education teacher

can offer suggestions on small group instruction, instructional adaptaions, or motivational

techniques, where as the regular education teacher can offer suggestions for large group

instruction, curricular sequencing, or classroom organization (Wmter 94/95). It is only

when these two teachers work comfortably together that coteaching can be a suceessfbi

teaching method for all students.

Some teachers found that coteaching is not compatible with their classroom approach.

Many inclusive education teachers, through self-evaluation of their teaching methods,

6
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found that their old reaching styles, such as lectures, or many other teacher directed

lessons, did not meet their students needs with or without disabilities, hat These teachers

o children and students aged early childhood through high school realized was that they

needed to make some changes in their reaching styles to accommroiate their students. The

teachers of younger students realized that they had to plan for individually appropriate

learning. Where all children learn in their own unique way. They also came to realize that

all young children share a common need to learn through active, 'hands-on' discovery

with concrete materials, including children with special challenges, linguistic differences

and diverse cultural backgrounds (Winter 94/95; Diener 1993; Chipman, King. and

Cruz Janzen 1994). The teacher must also plan learning activities that are matched to the

individual abilities and specific needs of each child (Winter 94/95). ProYvdiag flexible

activities for the students allows appropriate learning possible without sacrificing a child's

opportunity for social interaction (Winter 94/95).

The teachers of older students discovered that they, with the help of their students,

would design new learning experiences that were much more active and participatory

(Giangreco, Baumgart, & Doyle 1995). This approach allows learning to take new

directions appealing to all of the different types of learners in the class.

Due to the fact that there are so many different types of learners in a class, the

development of moder technology, computers, and other equipment can be used to

support the learning of all students in an inclusive classroom.

If available, teachers can use tape recorders for story telling, data collection or oral

journals. VCR's and camcorders can be used can be used to bring an audio/visual affect to

student projects. Televisions and videos can allow students to visit other countries, and

explore other lifestyles without leaving their classrooms (Winter 94/95) For those

disabled students, adaptive computer devices, such as talking software or touch tone

7
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screens, can help Those communicate as well as write, probiem solve, and collaborate on a

more equitable level with their peers

Conventional classroom computers can help to serve as a cOnmmiOn bond to facilitate

friendships between disabed and nondisabled children It is generaily acknowledged that

children's differences are less obvious when they work together on a computer Many of

The software programs that are developed offer very creative games that there are no

wrong answers to. These programs along with programs that promote cooperative

earmng and shared responsibilty of group members wtil provide sooal and academic

benefits in an inclusive classroom

Technology is not the only tool that can promote social acceptance in a classroom

Teachers serving as role models can also find themselves promoting social acceptance.

Whether children are different in ability, ethnicity or culture, research supports that a

teachers own accepting behavior may encourage students to be more tolerant of children's

difefences and therefore cause them to accept other children more easily

Keeping the lines of communication open is yet another essential ingredient when it

comes to achieving a successful inclusive classroom, Teachers must be willing to address

sensitive issues concernng inclusion with the other children in the class. Children, who are

curios by nature, will most assuredly notice the differences in their fellow classmates They

will, before too long, start to ask questions concerning those differences among them. It is

The teachers job to not just recognize and explain the differences among the children but

also address the similarities among them, therefore promoting a positive attitude toward

everyone

Being able to include special education students into regular education classrooms is

not an easy task. However, if one has been trained to work in inclusive classrooms the

likelihood of success will be greatly increased . At the University ofFlorida, education
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majors are being taught to do just that. The University has created the Unified Teacher

Program thaE has been designed to work with children ages birth to eight years, in

inclusive programs serving young children with or without disabilities and their families.

Students completing the program will receive teaching certificates elementary education

and early childhood education, a certficate in Preschool Handicapped and a Master's

Degree in Education (Kempie, Hartle, Correa & Fox 1994) Students interested in the

Lnified Teacher Program would not begin their course work until their junior year

following the completion of all general education requirements. A list of courses that

compose this program are contained in appendix A.

As of the time this article was written, the Unified Teacher Education Program was

considered experimental and steps for its institutionalization were underway In order for

this program to become institutionalized, program approval is needed from both the state

department of education as well as the National Council for .ccreditation of Teacher

Education (Kenple, Harlle, Correa, & Fox 1994). It is intended thai the Unified program

will eventually become the core program in early childhood education at the University of

Florida so that all students who graduate from the University with a concentration in early

childhood education will be prepared to work with both children with disabilities and

children who are developing normally (Kemple, Harie, Correa & Fox 1994)

Inclusive education appears to be gaining widespread acceptance as a means of

programming for children with learning difficulties. Many regular education teachers find

themselves needing to make changes in both their classrooms and teaching styles to

accommodate this new type of learner who is now present in their classrooms. There have

not been any claims that teaching an inclusive education classroom will be easy. It

requires a great deal of flexibility from all involved including schools, teachers, students

and parents Teachers, of course, need to be most flexible since they are on the front lines

9
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of this movement. From changes in teaching methods, to working irdth another teacher, to

using modern technology to teach their students on a more equal eAl Aof these Things

and more will allow the teaching of an inclusrve education classroem TO be done with great

success and will benefit all the students in the class

10
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Chapter 3

Design of the Study

Introduction

In this chapter, the design of the study will be provided. Population, method of sample

selecton, instrumentation, collection of data, as well as the research design will be

explained.

EPpuLtiao

Seven certified regular education classroom teachers participated in this study,

Participants were currently practicing teachers who varied in years of teaching experience.

areas of certification, and grades taught. All of the teachers in this study came from one

specific school district. Participation m this study was voluntary, and the participants

understood that their responses would be anonymous

The school district in which this study was conducted is divided into two schools. An

elementary school containing grades prekindergarten through third and a riddle school

contaiunng grades four through six. The total enrollment of both schools is approximately

] 100 students. The school district itself is one of the "Urban Thirtyt schools throughout

the state of NJ which means that the school district receives extra finding due to the

number of low income famies hving in the city.

I
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The sample of teachers contained used in this study were predetermined by the school

district Teachers were selected whose students included special education students in

regular education classrooms. The principals suggested the teachers to be included in this

study These teachers were not chosen using specific criterion but rather were

representative of all teachers Who had special needs children included in their classes.

instrumentation

For this study, a questionnaire consisting of twenty-three items and a checklist was

developed. The focus of the questionnaire was to identify strategies used by regular

education teachers to include their learning disabled students. These strategies included

instructional, environmental, soceal and behavioral accommodations. Another purpose of

the questionnaire was to determine the teachers perceived need to ensure positive

implementation of inclusion in the future.

This questionnaire was distributed by the prncipal to the teachers in grades four, five

and six. The same questionnaire was used for grades kindergarten through third, however,

one to one interviews with these teachers were conducted due to the accessibility of these

teachers as well as a need to better understand their classroom strategies and

methodologies.

Collection of Data

Upon completion of the interviews with the teachers of grades kindergarten through

third, the questionnaires were kept until the teachers fom grades four through six

completed their questionnaires and this researcher picked them up from the principal of

the school.

12
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KerearcDesign

A questionnaire was developed by Susan McNaliy, who is also a May 1997 MA

candidate in Learning Disabilities, and this researcher to identify spccific strategies used

by regular education classroom Teachers to include their learning disabled children into

their classrooms and lessons. The questionnaire was divided into three specific sections.

The first section contained questions designed to gather background information on the

teachers, the second section was a checklist entitled Inclusionary Strategies that was

based on a newsletter entitled NJ Coalition for Inclusive Education, The Vision, Fall,

.199k; finally, the thrd section takes a brief look at what these same teachers wanted to see

in the furure of inclusion in their school district. These specific questions came from a

study conducted by Brenda Myles, from the University of Kansas, -who examined the

specific strategies teachers would need to have in place in order to have special education

children placed in their regular education classrooms. (See Appendix B far a copy of the

questionnaire used in this study.)

Analysi of Data

When all of the questionnaires have been completed and returned, the data will be

analyzed by frequency of responses to various categories identifying which strategies and

methodologies were being used. Also, a list of changes that these teachers would like to

see come about in the fumrre of inclusive education will be developed and discussed with

the intention that these changes will come about in the near future rf the school district.

Finally, a brinef look at the backgrounds of those teachers responding to the questionnaire

will be presented with a focus on their special education training.

13
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Chapter 4

Analysis ofthe Data

Ke¢suts

The results of this study are presented in a format which anempts to answer the

research questions listed in chapter 1. Data will be reported for the group's responses mn

the same order in which it was represented on the questionnare (Appendix B).

_kgagmn.dQfonit ati (N-7)

number of special education children in room

five or more (3)

three or mrore (3)

one or two (1)

modify lessons to include children?

yes (6)

no (l)

team teach?

yes (5)

no (2)

14
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extra planning time allotted?

yes (0)

no (7)

degree in coilege

Masters (2)

Bs in Education (5)

special education hours

0-15 5)

15 - 30(2)

15
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presenta d tration of suhLM.( -7)

present demonstration (model) (I)

u1e manipuiatives (7)

emphasize ctical informatlo (7)

preeach vocabulary (7)

use visual sequencing i5)

reduce language level of reading assignments (3)

use total communication (3)

use facilitated commuumcation (1)

teacher tape lectures/discussions for replay (0)

Assignment (n=7)

gve extra clues and prompts (7)

use pictoral diections (7)

directions in small distinct steps (6)

lower difficulty level (6)

avoid penalizing for penmanship (5)

avoid penalizing for spelling ewrorsloppy (5)

shorten assignments (4)

use written backup for oral directions (4)

reduce paper and pencil tasks (3)

adapt worksheets/packets (2)

read or record directions to students (1)

allow students to record or type assignments (0)

16
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fLLdtiaplauins (n-7)

read test to student (6)

test adm{nistered by resource person (5}

extend time frame (5)

muiriple choice (3)

oral (3)

rmodificaton of homework (3)

preview language of test (2)

modification of grades (2)

portfolio assessment (2)

short answer (i)

modification of spelling words (1)

applications in real setrings (0)

Matenhas-7)

use suppiemental materials (5)

highlighted tests and study guides (2)

note taking assistance: carbonless or xerox copy of notes of other

student (2)

large print (1)

arrangement of materna on page (0)

taped text and/or other class materials (0)

17
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Pang (N-7)

extend time requiremnts (6j

vary activity often (6)

allow breaks t3)

homeset of textmatenals for preview/review (I)

school set of rexts sent home tbr summer review (0

Self..anz1gment/FIow_.Throlgh l(N- 7

Cteck often for understandingireview (6)

calendars (5)

visuai daily schedule (5)

have student repeat directions (5)

request parerm reinforcement (5)

use study sheets to organize material (4)

review and practice in real situations (4)

teach study skills (3)

plan for generalizations (I)

M tiaindRenforeent (N-7)

verbal (7)

positive reinforcement (7)

non-verbal (4)

concrete reinforcement (3)

use strengths/interests often (3)

offer choices (3)

IS
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Ernmnrenr (N-7)

preferential seating (4)

reducemrrrimize distractions (4)

reach positive iules for use of space (3)

planned seating (2)

alter physical room arrangement (2)

ocial Iteaon Support

reach friendship skills/shaing/negotiatnons (7)

cooperative learning groups (7)

peer advocacy (6)

peer tuioring (5)

teach social communication skills (5)

structure activity To create opportunty for social interaction (4)

structure shared experiences in school extracurricular (2)

focus on social process (i)

19
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dcthanesTheFtures of In jnr (N4=7)

decreased class site (4)

14 - 0(2)

19 - 15(2)

* other than special education studenrs

additional planning tume (with special educator) (5)

one and a half hours (3)

one hour (2)

a paraprofessional (4)

a half day (2)

entire day (1)

when needed (1)

consultation with a special educator (2)

ll (1)

specal education teacher (1)

availability of support semrces (4)

all services (2)

case manager (1)

LDTC (1)

20
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consultation services available to reacher (5)

team teaching (5)

instructional recommnendatoons (4)

behavior management (3)

inservice workshops (2)

instructional techniques (1)

behavior management (1)

21
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.Sumatry

It was interesting to note that most of the teachers used similar strategies to teach

their special needs students. Many of the strategies were quite simpie, but mosT often

made a great deal of difference in a childs success. Other strategies were more complex,

and seemed to be more time consuming for the teacher. A range of strategies seemed to be

important in order for the children to achieve success The most coanmonly used teaching

strategy was to present a demonstration, use hands-on manipulatives, emphasize critical

information and preteach vocabulary. These four strategies were used by all of the

teachers surveyed Under the heading of assignments, both pcionai directions and extra

clues and prompts were used by all of the teachers and their srdens In the other topic

areas for teaching strategies, it was quite difficult to include strategies appropriate for the

entire range of grades represented, for example kindergarten level teachers do not

administer many formal tests, and the topic of Testing Adaptations does not really apply to

them.

Some of the teaching strategy skills that were used the least included strategies like

teacher taped lectures and discussions for replay, read or tape directions to students, allow

students to record or tape assignments, modification of spelling words, a homeset of tets

for prevew/review. Al of the strategies listed above were either used by one or two

teachers or no teachers at all

The other areas for review were strategies based on non academic subject areas such

as behavior and social adaptations to the classroom In these areas, strategtes such as

cooperative learnung groups, teaching of friendship skills, sharing, positive reinforcement

and verbal reinforcement were used by all of the teachers. On the other hand, structure

22
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hand, structure shared responses in school extracurricular activities and focus on social

process rather than activity were used by only one or two teachers, it is in these TWO areas

only, however, that ali the strategies listed were used by at least one teacher.

Looking towards the future of inclusion in this school district, the most popular change

that the reachers would like to see is additional planming time allotted to them to develop

lessons for their special needs children, time ranging anywhere from one to one and a half

hour is Iwhat these teachers would like to see. Also, five of the seven teachers surveyed

wanted consultation services made available to them since this servce is not currently

available These teachers would like to be consuled on such areas as insructional

recommendations and behavior management The primary area for requesting

consultation services was team teaching with a special education teacher. Finally, the area

that The teachers felt needed the least amount of change was in the area of workshops and

consultation with a special educator. Only two teachers out of the seven feh these two

ateas would be most beneficial to them.

The background of the teachers surveyed indicates that two of the teachers involved in

the inclusion program in This school distict have had a total of fifteen to thirty special

education hours and five had a total of zero to fifteen special education hours

23
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Chapter 5

Summary, Discussions and implications

The purpose of this study is to determine if regular education classroom teachers

modify their lesson plans and/or their teaching methods to accommodate the learning

abilities of 'inclusion" children within their classrooms.

Seven certified regular education teachers from a single school district participated.

The panicipants were currently practicing teachers who varied in years of teaching

experience, area of certification, and grades taught. Each teacher completed a

questionnaire and a checklist which focused on present teaching strategies and

methodologies for inclusion children as well as questions based on changes needed for the

fuamre of inclusion in their school districts.

Data obtained from the questionnaires was completed and it wfLs found that these

teachers are making the necessary changes in their teaching methods to include their

special needs children. Accommodations included using manipulatives, extra clues and

prompts, reading the tests to the stdents, and many more are used everyday by teachers

in regular education classrooms.

Looking towards the future of inclusion in this school district, more planning time and

consularion with special educators are what these teachers believe needs the most change

to make this a more successful program
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Dsisssionsandpl 'Imations

When first starting this study, a number of thoughts and questions entered my mind

Irtially, I jotted down approximately four or five specific queston:; I had wanted to get

answers to The most important one being, do you modify lessons candor plans to include

those special needs children in your class, and if so, how? The initiai answer I received

from the teachers was, "Not much because I try to treat these children like all the other

children," I then went back to these same teachers with the final questionnaire and

checklist The results I received on the checklist were quite different from the initial

answer to my question. It seems that these teachers were doing alot more than they were

aware of

ImplatiiwaforaFLu h.eSUy

The current study limited to the strategies employed seven teachers in one specific

school distnct. The results reflect a small number of teachers in one school district In

order to obtain a more representative sample, an additional study should be conducted in

which the schools represent different sizes from the one in this study, The results can then

be compared and a more reliable or narrowly defined set of results cm be determined.

Also, in a few years, a follow-up study should be conducted on this school district.

This would allow for any changes that might have occurred over the years, sueess or

failure, as well as a chance to see if any of the changes that the teachers wanted to.see in
the future of the school district took effect.
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Dear Fellow Teacher,

I am currently a student at Rowan College of NJ working on my Mastes Degree

in Learning Disabilities. I am currently completing a study on the topic of "inclusion".

Over the past year we had noticed more and more special needs children being

placed in our regular education classrooms, At times it is difficult to manage such a variety

of learers in our rooms. This study is focused on discovering what strategies regular

education classroom teachers use to accommodate these special learners into their

classrooms and their everyday lessons

In completing the attached questionnaire, you will be helping to develop a list of

strategies that are being used to include these special learners in regular education

classrooms

Only a small number of teachers are being surveyed, so your responses are

important.

You may be assured of complete cofidentialiry. Your name will never appear on

this questionnaire. I am only looking for group results.

Please take a few minutes now and complete the questionnaire. When finished,

please return it to my mailbox. If you have any questions, or would like a copy of the

results, please contact me at 456-0320 x120.

Thank you in advance!

Christine Gentile

Appendix B
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I, What grade do you teach?

2 How many children are in your class'

16-25

26 30

over 30

3. How many of those children are "special needs" children ?

_ -2

3-4

5 or more

4, What are their classifications9

PI

CH

1OH

(check all that apply)

Nf

MH

EMR/ TJ[IR

5. How much planning time a week do you receive?

60-100 Minutes

105 - 150 Minutes

1 5 Or more

30

K 1 2 3 45 6
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6 Do you use any of that time to plan special lessons for your "special needs

children?

_ yes

no

7. Of the lessons you teach, are any of them modified to include your special needs

children?

,__ yes

no

8 if yes, are the instructional modifications done by a "paraprofessional"?

-___yes

no

9. Do you use team teaching as a method of instruction for your special needs

children?

yes

no

10 if yes, do you receive any additional planning time to work with the cooperative

teacher?

yes

no
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11. If yes, how much time per week?

0-30 minutes

30-60 minunes

65 or more

i2 What is your level of college education?

BS/BA

MA

___ PHD

3. How many special education hours have you had?

0- 15

15-30

30 or more

14. Next, please take a look at the attached checklist of Inclusion Strategies. Please

scan down the list checking all areas tha you do in your classroom to include

your special needs children in your regular education classroom.
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ICLUSIVE IEP'S: ADAPTATION CHECKLIST
Present aion of Subject Mntrte Assignrrs m
__Teach to the students learning style Give directions in small disnct

Teacher tape lectures/discussions for replay steps
Present demonstration (model) Use written back-up for oral
Use manipulatives directions

_ Emphasize critical information Lower d.fiEculty level
.Preteach vocabulary _ Shorten assignments
Reduce language level of reading assignment _ Reduce paper/pencil task
Pre-teach vocabulary _ Read or tape record directions
Use total communication Use pictorial directions
Use facilitated communication Give extra clues and prompts
Use visual sequencing _ Adapt worksheets/packet

_ Avoid penalizing for
spelling errors/sloppy

estg A~daptatians _ Avoid penalizing for
Read test to student penmanship
Oral _ Allow student to record or type
Short answer assignments

_Multiple Choice
_ Preview language of test questions

Applications in real settings
Test adninistered by resource person

_Extend time frame
_ Modification of spelling words

Modification of grades
Modification of homework

Pacing
Extend tnme requirements

_ Vary activity often
_Allow breaks

School set of texts for summer review
Home set of texts/materials for preview/rex

St ManagEaellnt/ollo Throug
_ Visual daily schedule

Calendars
Cheek often for understanding/review

.R equ est p arent reinforcem ent
_ Have student repeat directions

Teach study skills

Materials
_ Arrangement of material On

page
Taped texts and/or other
class materials

_ lighlig ted texts/study guides
_ Use supplemental materials
_Note talking assistance.

carbonless or Xerox copy of
other students notes

Large print

_ Use study sheets Lo organize materials
_ Review and practice in real settings
_ Plan for generalizations

Teach skills in several settings
environments
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Monivtion Fnd Reinforcement
Verbal
Non-verbal
Positive Reiforcement

_Concrete reinforcement
Offer choices

_ se strengths/interests often

Envlronment
Preferential seating

_ Planned seating
_ Alter physical room arrangement

Reduce/minimize distractions
Teach positive rules for use of space

Sociai lntera ion Saport
_ Peer advocacy
_ Peer tutoring
_ Structure activity to create opportunities for social interaction

Focus on social process rather than activity/end product
Structure shared experiences in school, extracurricular

_Cooperative learning groups
_ Teach friendship skdlls/sharing/negotiations

Teach social communication skills
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15. Knowmg that what you are doing is the best you can for these children, do you

feel that it is effective?

___ yes

1no

16 What modifications would you like see made available to you so you can further

the success of your special needs students? (check all that apply)

decreased class size

____ additional planning time

__ a paraprofessional

availability of support services

consultation with special educator

_ service workshops

17. If you checked decreased class size, how many children (other than special ed

children) should be in your room.

over 30

29-25

24-20

19-15

14 10

less Than :1'

18. If you checked additional planning time, how much planring time per day should

be allotted to you?

2 hours or more

1 and a half hours

I hour
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19. If you checked paraprofessional, for what portion of the day would they be

required?

_ entire day

a half day

other (please specy) _

20 If you checked availability of services, which professionals should be available

to provide services for your special needs children? (check afl that apply)

Psychologist

Social Worker

__ Speech.Language Pathologist

____ Occupational/Physical Therapist

Other (please specify)

21. f you checked consultation with a special educator, who should be available

to provide consuhation services for the children? (check all that apply)

Psychologist

Social Worker

_ Speech/Language Pathologist

__ Ocupational/Physical Therapist

Special Educator

_____ Other (please specify)
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22. What consultaton services should be made available to you?(check all that apply)

consultation on instruction
recommendations

consultation concerning behavior
management

__ team teaching with a special educator

other (please speciy)

23 If you checked inservice workshops, what kind of inservice workshops should be

available to you?

_ workshops concerning instructional
techniques

workshops concerning behavioral
management

other (please specify)

24. Which one of the following is more important to you as a teacher of

mainstreamed exceptional chldren? (check one)

having an opportunity to participate in the
decision-making process concerning
modifications (i.e., inservices, decreased
class size, etc.)

_ having mandatory modifications
(i e, inservices, decreased class size, etc )
in place for all mainstreamed exceptional
children.

Thank you again for your time and cooperation in filing out this questionnaire
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